You’re planning for an outdoor adventure! How will you make the most of the resources you have available to you in your teeny tiny raft? Please note that nothing in this scenario is advisable in the real world.

Choose Your Own Adventure

Start

A TV for entertainment

Uh oh, the TV is way too heavy for the raft, and there’s not even electricity to power it. What should you do?

Throw the TV overboard.

Try to save the TV and keep it in the raft.

Do you have a piece of plastic and a jar?

No

Start drinking from the river.

Unfortunately, your raft sunk so you can’t continue your trip. Plus you now have to buy a new TV so you have to return home.

Yes

Make a solar still with your plastic and jam jar to get clean drinking water.

While the river water isn’t the cleanest, it doesn’t make you too sick.

You continue down the river but now you’re getting hungry. What do you do?

Did you bring food?

No

Eat your food.

Dock your raft and eat and collect some berries.

Yes

Congratulations! Even though you didn’t start out with all the necessary supplies, you made all the right choices and survived the trip.

Unfortunately, that made you really sick and now you have to return home.

Pour half of it overboard.

Drink it all.

You’ve saved your raft!

Uh oh, you lost your TV but luckily, you saved the canoe so you continue your journey.

You’re already equipped with your raft, oars, life jackets and other outdoor necessities such as a compass and map. Choose one other option of supplies to bring along with you.

A box of granola bars.

5 gallons of water

Oh no the water is way too heavy for the raft and now you’re starting to sink... what do you do?